
   

 

Ciqual LTE Study Package 

Measure End-to-end LTE Customer Experience  

Ciqual are pleased to offer a managed service study of the LTE Customer 

Experience you are delivering. This service measures the actual LTE 

experience of your customers and nominated employees, providing a set of 

actionable reports and dashboards for Senior Management, Marketing, 

Networks and Devices teams. 
 

The Ciqual LTE Study Package is built from a highly distributed network of lightweight, intelligent 

software sensors running on LTE devices. The sensors measure service performance where it 

matters; on the customers device. Performance metrics are measured passively and actively, while 

the hosted central server administers the on-device sensors and automatically manages collection 

and analysis of the performance measures. The measurements can be taken automatically, with no 

intervention required by the user of the LTE device. 

 

On-device Sensors are available for Android LTE smartphones and tablets, iPhone5 and laptops 

using LTE dongles/MiFi from leading manufacturers including Huawei, ZTE and Sierra Wireless. The 

set of measurements available vary by LTE device type 
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Ciqual LTE Study Package 

LTE Customer Experience Dashboard Benchmark LTE KPIs, including Peak and Average download/upload 
speeds, HTTP round-trip-time, TCP connect time, packet loss, average 
data volume/user and busy hour analysis 

LTE Usage Report Hourly / Daily / Weekly LTE usage by download and upload volumes, Top 
users by download/upload volumes and duration 

LTE Cell Performance Ranking Report Compare and rank the performance of each LTE cell, including the per-
cell report of upload/download speeds, HTTP round-trip-time, TCP 
connect time and signal strength. 

LTE Cell Usage Report Identify the most used cells by download/upload data volume. Identify 
the impact on cells of ‘extreme download’ users 

LTE Device Usage & Performance Report Compare the LTE performance of different smartphones, tablets and 
dongle/MiFi devices. Identify how device performance alters customer 
usage of each device 

LTE Service Usage and Performance Report Compare the user experience of major internet brands, including Google, 
Facebook, Yahoo and Twitter. Measure DNS Response Time, website 
Reachability, jitter and throughput. Identify the traffic types most in use, 
including Bittorrent, video streaming, YouTube and audio streaming 

  

 

 

                    

 

 


